The CIA and everyone else knows about it, but our work is not secret otherwise I wouldn’t be up here telling everyone we are planning it. If an organisation is good and it is Christian then why must it be secret? Why must it not only be secret to the outsiders but must also be secret between the levels, their own members are not to know what other members are doing in higher levels. Now I read last night from one of the highest Mason books in here that proclaims Jesus Christ the god of evil and Lucifer the god of good. They proclaim the Masonic religion a lucifarian doctrine by masons own mouths and in their own book (it proclaims to be a 33rd degree mason not an honorary but the initiate 33rd degree) you must commit human sacrifice. Now that is what the Shiner? and the Eastern Star and everyone else say? I did symbols last night. You can go to Frisco. You can go to any church that is a functioning satanic church and the emblem of the satanist church is in a broken cross. Right there is an upside down star with two points symbolising a horned god or a goat or satan. This was created before the masons ever existed and this is their emblem. Their initiation rights are identical to those that I practiced in witchcraft. Their secret ceremonial rights that we have seen in books are those identical to those I practiced in witchcraft. Now if you do the same thing a witch does if you say the same thing a witch does if their emblems are the same thing that a witch wears tell me what the difference is? Give me a difference...? Q Muffled question about the Antichrist...I think we’ve covered that. How can you tell if a person is a witch? Well since the Christian insist on living like witches and wearing the same Jewellery and wearing the same clothes and playing the same music... You have to look in their eyes, but as Christians do the same things you get the same look in their eyes because they’ve got the same demons since the look in the eyes is simple the demon... So I don’t think there much to do about it anymore. Q By what procedure will the 666 card be distributed by mail? How can you receive mail?...(Laughs). When you get a package and there’s no return address and its a little bolshevic and lumpy and it ticks... Owe we got a few of those. That stuff get filled with water real quick. I don’t know how it’s going to be distributed they haven’t said. I can only give you... You know it’s funny I know about these things, but nobody else does... Its on the news? So I know what’s going on but everybody is watching La Vern and Shirley? You should pay attention to the news. I know they lie to us a lot on the news but if you pay attention you can hear enough to know what’s happening, I’ll tell you something. If you doubt anything I say and if you don’t believe that the end times are close and that the rapture is round the corner and all these things are going to happen, (I even say under 65 dollars) but I’ve found out they’ve just got a different price, if you have 169 spares dollars you should give it to the retreat lol... You can go down to Radio Shack and you can buy a Short-Wave receiver not one of these Molby... things, that doesn’t pick up anything up but this thing will pick up broadcast anywhere in the world and when you hear the man who’s the head of the Baptist church in Poland that’s the church of the government thing (that’s not the real Christian Church) stand up and say “Mr. President Carter” we as Christians in Poland believe that you are our salvation, it will do something too you. That was just half of what he said, you can’t (take) in all of it... “I’ll tell you one thing we monitor shortwave” and we know what’s taking place you only get 10% of the news. If you went and you got a picture book or... where they had newspapers of that Tuesday, of the very morning that the Stock Market collapsed. The papers said the Congress and the Government had everything under control. So don’t believe the newspapers. Probably the day that the Anti Christ takes the throne they’ll say ‘The presidents got everything under control’ and about that day he will. I can only handle a couple more here and we are going to turn it over real quick. Q Do you have any comment on the coal crises. I’ve never prayed accept when Reagan ran against Carter... I don’t think I’ve ever prayed so hard in my life for something not to happen. I had Christians around the country praying on that matter the illuminati almost jumped two years ahead...
of its schedule and we didn’t have the retreats ready. If the coal strike was to continue for two more months eight million people in the United States will be out of work. Now when you put eight million people out of work you’re going to have trouble real trouble. The only reason we don’t have a depression in this country now, I think we do anyway, is because we have welfare. They didn’t have welfare back then. This country is worse than it was in the 30’s. Now all I can tell you is this, that in ‘Atlas Shrugged’ (their code book for world take over) they destroyed the coal mines first. They destroyed the oil and then when all the electricity companies started switching over to generators run by coal, then they destroyed the coal. They plan on shutting the city off completely from everything. Fuel, Electricity, Gasoline and food. I’m going to close with this… I’m sorry I couldn’t handle all of them there’s too many. I want to close with this I felt it was very needed and very important and that’s it. They are going to make a strike happen. Now I want to say something when this takes place it will be too late to go to a retreat. They are going to cause a mass strike across the United States of the Teamsters? No trucks will move, nothing will be shipped by truck in the United States for close to a year. During that year for almost as long nothing well be unloaded by ship because the longshoremen will go on strike. No Aeroplanes will fly, not because they will go on strike but because the Air Controller went on strike. Military planes will be in the air. Nothing will go by rail because, and you can watch for this. The bridges over the rail tracks will start crumpling and being blown up. More trains are going to be derailed to the point where whole towns are going to be wiped out by poisonous gases and explosions. They are picking these trains it’s already been proven. The one that killed so many people with Chlorine Gas down South was picked. They left the train hauling nothing to or before it, and then they derailed this one they know what is being shipped by trains and what is on them because they own the trains. Nothing is going to move. Now you ask yourself a question, if nothing is brought in to the city from outside by shipping to the grocery stores what are you going to buy in the grocery stores? You’re not. Even if the farmers go ahead and plant and don’t go on strike it doesn’t really matter because they’ll be no way to get the food to the grocery store. Now if you don’t think that’s possible you stop and think of all the small strikes that have happened that paralysed us in a little way. I can remember when nothing got unloaded by the Long Storemen and we didn’t have a lot of goods in this area for a long time. I can remember when the Teamsters’ went on strike and nothing was moved and we felt it just then. What happens if everybody goes on strike at one time? Every form of transportation ceases you may well think what about the car? Well how does the gasoline get to your a station if the teamsters don’t move it? Then your cars don’t move then the coal. Big deal the coal miners go back, (but) if the teamsters don’t move the coal and the trains don’t move it you still aren’t going to get any electricity you think about it. JONNIE HANDS THE SERVICE OVER TO THE PASTOR.